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Dependence on p of the Best 
L LJ Approximation Operator 
A. G. EGGER 
G. D. TAYLOR 
For 1 lixed dimensional subspace and a function f. both contained in the intersec- 
tion of a family of Lr spaces, the best approximation operator r, may be considered 
as a function of p us well as of the obJective function /. We study the best 
approximation operator considering /‘fixed and p \arlablc. 1 IYX? 4L.&rnK f’W\\. ll,L 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, 9, p) be a measure space and suppose that V is a finite dimen- 
sional subspace of L’(X,.‘A,~)nL’(X, -4,~) and that ,f~ jL’(X,.#‘,~))n 
L ’ (X, .&, II) )\, V. For I <p < x define the best Lp approximation operator 
at p, T,( II) to be the unique best approximation to ,f’ from V using the 
L/‘-norm. That is, t,(p) = I’,, with il.!‘- z’,J,, = min ( lI.f’- 1’11, : 1: E V), where 
llhll,>= [Sk lhl” c/p}’ p. That tlI, exists and is unique follows from the fact 
that V is a finite dimensional subspace of a strictly convex normed linear 
space. For p= 1 and p= XI define t,(p) to be the set of best 
approximations to .f’ in the corresponding Lp norm from V. Finally, define 
N,(P) by N,(P) = ll.f’- ~,(~)ll,, for 1 <P < 3 and N,(p) = IFM,, 11 ET,(P) 
forp=l orP=x. 
In this setting we shall study the dependence of the best L” 
approximation operator, r,(p), and the distance function, N,{p), on p. The 
behavior of the best approximation operator in various settings has been 
studied by many authors. The first study of this sort was given by Freud 
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[6], who showed that the best uniform approximation operator mapping 
C[a, h] into a finite dimensional Haar subspace satisfies a local Lipschitz 
condition at eachfe C[a, h]. These results were extended by Newman and 
Shapiro in [ 141. In [9, 161 uniform continuity and uniform Lipschitz 
properties of this operator as a function of the elements being 
approximated was considered. In [ 1, 7, lo] similar studies of this operator 
in a fixed Lp space were presented. Differentiability properties as a function 
of the element being approximated and the behavior of the Lipschitz con- 
stant as a function of the dimension of the approximating subspace were 
studied in [ 10, 111. Finally, in [4] the dependence of the best 
approximation problem on the norm being used was considered. Thus, for 
p>, 2, it was shown that the coefficients of the best Lp approximant to a 
fixed,fare continuous and differentiable functions of p when approximating 
on a continuum. It was noted there and in [S] that this continuous depen- 
dence on p is precisely the sort of information that one needs in order to 
develop a practical implementation of the Polya algorithm [ 12, 151. In 
fact, in our setting the Polya algorithm and similar results for L’ [ 131 can 
be interpreted as statements about the continuity of s,(p) at p = co and 
p= I. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We begin by establishing two facts about N,(p). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that p(X) < x. Then, either N,(p)/(p(X))‘ip is a 
strict1.y increasing ,fimction of’p for 1 < p < co or there exists v E V such that 
T,(p)=t‘jor allpe(1, GO) and If-v1 =k a.e. on Xwith N,(p)=k[y(X)]“p 
,fhr ullpE(1, x). 
Proofi Suppose that 1 <p < q < co. Then by the definition of z,(p) and 
Holder’s inequality 
N,(p)= j” l.f’-~,(P)I”4~ ( 
I/J 
x > (c d I.f- r,(q)1 p du X > 
‘P 
< (p(.y))(-p):p~ Lf- rAq)lY & 
> 
’ ’ = (PL(X))“~- ‘I4 NAq). 
This shows that N,(p)/(p(X)) “p is an increasing function of p. Now 
equality can occur in the second inequality if and only if If-- r,(q)1 = k a.e. 
for some k # 0 as f’$ V. If strict inequality holds for each pair p, q with 
p < q then we are done. If on the other hand, equality holds for some p and 
q, 1 <p < q < co, then we must have that I,f- z,(q)1 = k a.e. We shall show 
that in this case that h= r,(q) is also equal to T,(S) for all SE (1, co). 
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Now it is known [3] that /I = I,, 1 < v < Y-. if and only if 
j, It’-4’ ’ sgn( ,f‘- h) I’ (1~ = 0 VI, E 2”. 
For r = q, we must therefore have that 
1 kYm ‘sgn(,f‘-h)v&=O VPE v. “1 
Thus, 
and 
J‘ sgn(,f’- h) u a’p = 0 .k 
j k’ ‘sgn(,f‘-h)u&=O v’o E v 
.k 
and each s E (I, rx ). Therefore, by the characterization theorem for best L‘ 
approximations from V stated above we have that IIE P’ is the best L‘ 
approximation to f‘ for each .s E (I, ~8 ). Finally, 
forallsE(l,cZl)inthiscase. [ 
Next, we show that N,(p) is locally Lipschitz. In this theorem for con- 
venience we shall normalize the problem by assuming p(X) = 1. 
THEOREM 2. Assume p(X) = I. Then, ,for p, y E ( 1, Y; ), / p - ql < I there 
exists a constunt K > 0, K independent of’ p und q .ruch that 
IN,(P)-N,(q)1 GKlP-4. 
Proof: The finite dimensionality of V implies that there exists A4 < =c 
such that llz,(y)ll, <A4 for all qcz(l, CG). Suppose 1 <q<p<a. Then, 
o<N,(,D-N,(y)< ~I.f’-T,(q)~I’J’ “)I’ 1~.f-+Yll;“- 11 t’-T,tq)ii,, 
IWs,(q)ll? ” ” 
= I/f‘- T,(q)/l:‘” > I 
- 1 ll.f- r,(q)li, 
showing that 
N(P) - N(q) G llf‘ll x.(B” my - 1) 
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where B = (( i~,f‘~i  + M)/N,( 1 ))’ ‘p. Thus, we have that 
lW-+Nd Ufll, an NIP-ql =Klp-ql 
as desired. 1 
Note that although N,(p) is strictly increasing unless r,(p) = t,(q) for all 
p and q, Theorem 1 does not imply T, is l-l. The following examples 
illustrate this. 
EXAMPLE 1. In [ 17, Vol. 2, p. 2481 Rice gives an example due to 
Descloux [2] in which the Polya algorithm fails. Specifically, a continuous 
function ,f‘ on [ - 1, 1 ] is given such that for V= {UX: a E [w } and 
r,(p) = a,.~, ap fails to converge as p -+ cc. In fact, it is shown that there 
exists a monotone sequence pk such that u2,, < -$ and u2,,+, > $. Thus, 
I assumes every value in (-a, 4) infinitely often. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider X= { 1,2, 3,4, 5 ) and p( {i}) = l/S, the counting 
measure so that L”(X, 53, is 
-4, (3 -t-)/6, (3- P 
simply R5 with the Ip norm. Set f = (1, 2, 
657)/6) and V= (~(1, 1, 1, 1, 1): a is real}. Then 
it is easily seen that 0 = 5,(2) = r,(4) #r,(3). 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider R6 with the 1” norm. Set f = (0, 0, 0,2, - 1, - 1) 
and V= (x(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1): 3 is real}. Then r,(l)=r,(2)=0, T,($)= 
-0.03257654 and T,( x ) = $. 
Example 3 has an interesting implication for Lp approximation when 
p # 1, 2 or X. Specifically, for a given Lp approximation problem with 
p= 1, 2 or n3 there may be a direct method for calculating the best Lp 
approximation. However, for an Lp approximation problem with p not one 
of these three values all current computational methods are iterative and 
require a starting estimate for t,(p). For example, in computing a best L3,‘2 
approximation one might start with an initial estimate for r,(s) of &,( 1) + 
t?,(2). Unfortunately, Example 3 shows that this need not be a better 
starting value than either r,( 1 ) or ~,{2). 
Our last comment about the function N,(p) is a conjecture. Namely, we 
conjecture that N,(p) is a concave function of p. That is, for p, q E (1, co) 
and 06jL< 1, i.N,(p)+(l -iv)N,(q)<N,(@+(l -2)q). 
We now turn to the best approximation operator t,(p). As shown in the 
examples above, z,(p) need not be l-l. The main question that we shall 
consider now is how many times can t,(p) assume a fixed value. We first 
consider this question in RN. Thus, let X= { 1, 2,..., N} and p( { i}) = I/N be 
the counting measure so that L”(X, B, p) becomes RN with the 1” norm. In 
THEOREM 3. Suppose thut ,for u fixed p E (1, ;c ), the coordinutes of 
(Ir\“)i lr$“)I) contuin k 6 N distinct nonzero wlues /I, ,..., i., ordered us 
O<L,‘<‘... <A,. Theneithers,(q)i.~equaltoz,(p)jorallq~(l, x)orelse 
zf( q) can rquul s,(p) for clt most k - 1 distinct tlalues of q (including the case 
q=p). 
Prooj Fix v E V, v = (c 1, ,.... (I,~) and define 
F(t)= i ir~“‘~ ’ ’ sgn(rj”‘) v, = i h,L; ’ 
,=I I-1 
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this setting, we show that r/(/j) is either constant or at most ,Y- I to I. We 
will have need of the following [IS, p. 9, (3.1 )]. 
Now, let V be a subspace of R” with dimension =17 < N and fix f= 
(.f’, ,..., j’,) E I%“\, V. For fixed p, p E (I, ‘;c ) write TJ p) = (r\“‘,.._, T’,!‘)), where 
T,(P) E V and is the best I” approximation to /‘from I’. Furthermore, set 
rP = f - t,(p) = (ri”) ,.,,, r\l”). Then, 
where we have rewritten this sum in terms of the nonzero values of Irj”)l. 
Now suppose that r,(p) is not best for all q E ( 1, cx ). Then, at each 
q E (1, x ) for which t,(p) is optimal, we must have F(q) = 0. Assuming v 
has been chosen such that F(t) & 0, which is possible since z,(p) is not best 
for all q E (I, a), we have that F(t) has at most k ~ 1 zeros in (I, !x) by the 
lemma. 1 
Note that Example 3 shows that this result is sharp. That is, observe that 
C* is the best Ip approximation to ,f‘ provided C* minimizes 3/c p + 2 I 1 + 
~1” + 12- ~1”. Setting c = -0.01, consider g(p) = 3(0.01)” ’ - 2(0.99)” ’ + 
(2.01 )” ‘. Since g( 1) > 0, g(t) < 0 and q(2) > 0 we see that there exist p, and 
pz with 1 <p, <5<p,<2 for which g(p,)=g(pz)=O. Since g(p) is essen- 
tially the derivative of the expression that C* must minimize it follows that 
(-O.Ol)(l, 1, 1, ,l ,l) is the best 1”’ and lpZ approximation to f from V. 
Finally, note that f- t,{p,) has exactly three nonzero distinct absolute 
values in its coordinates. 
Along the same lines one has 
COROLLARY 1. Zj’the set { Irj”)l I:=, contuins only one distinct value then 
r,(p)=T,(q).for all qE(l, ml. 
Note that this is not a necessary condition, as shown by the following 
example. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let f=(&, I,$)E[W~ and set V=span{(-LO, l)}. Then 
r,(p) = (0, 0,O) for p E (1, co) and { lrj”‘l }f=’ has two distinct values. Also, 
note that this example shows that even if zdp) = h for all p E (1, co), there 
need not be a unique best I’ or I” approximation to f. 
We now wish to return to the general setting. Thus, let 1 <p < co, 
,f~ L”(X, B, p), VC L’ n L” be a finite dimensional subspace and let 
f~ (L’ n L”)\V with llfll 3c‘ = 1. Fix h E V and define for 1 <p < cc 
Observe thatf, h E L’ n L” implies lcjAp)l< llfll”,-’ fx IhI d,u < co for each 
p E (1, cc ), so that t#,(p) is a well-defined function of p. 
Now it is easily seen that d,(p) is an analytic function of p for p E (1, co). 
To establish this one first observes that 
dkd,(p) dpk= s VP- ’ Wfl Ik wU) h 41. SUPP( f 1 
By considering the derivative of the function s(t) = In” t/t’ for t E [ 1, CD) 
and cr > 0, one sees that Is(t)1 < (k/ewe)” with equality occurring at t = e”‘” 
(actually, 0 6 s(t) < (k/Me)“). Thus, rewriting lf(x)lpp’(lnlf(x)l)“- 
Ink(l/f(x))/(l/~(x)) and recalling that llflj, = 1 we see that 
I I.f(-y)l p ’ In”l,f(x)l l 6 (k/(p - 1) e)” a.e. Hence, 
showing that cj:“)(p) exists and is finite for each PE (1, ix,), k a positive 
integer. 
Now, fix p E (1, GO) and consider the Taylor polynomial expansion of 
b,(q), q E (1, co), of degree n and remainder term R,(q). Here we have that 
for some 5 between p and q that 
‘(n+ I)! et’+’ ((- 1),1+’ 
(n+ l)“+’ I(p-q)“+‘i, 
By an asymptotic formula for the Gamma function [18, p. 2531, 
(n + l)“+’ 1 
(n+l)!e”+‘= Jlr(n+1)(1 +O(l/(n+ 1))) 
MO 49 3-h 
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so that we see that the Taylor scrics of d,(y) convcrgcc to d,(q) in the inter- 
val [(/J + I )/2, p + (p - I )]. From this it follows that rj,( p) is analytic for 
p E ( 1, CC ). From this observation one has immediately that 
THEOREM 4. Jf T,(P) equals the same culue of V fiw an kfinite set o/ 
p E (1, ~8) huving an accumulation point in (I. x’) then s,(p) is identicall? 
this due in V, for 1111 p.
Proof: Suppose [ p,}:= , c ( 1, % ), p, +p,,~(l, X) with T~(~,)=OE Vfor 
all i. Fix h E V and consider d,(p) for this h. Since d,(p) is analytic at p. 
and 4,(p) vanishes at each p, by the characterization of best L” 
approximations, it follows that 4,(p) = 0 for all p E (1, TC ) by analytic con- 
tinuation. Thus. 
?, If ” ’ sgn(,f) 12 dp = 0 
V~IPE (1, x) and V/7 E V. Hence 0 E V is the best Ll’ approximation to ,f for 
all PE (1, cc). 
Example 1 shows that the requirement that the accumulation point be in 
(I, %c!) is needed in the above theorem. This is not the case in the discrete 
setting. Specifically, let X= (n ) ;= , , .d = 9(X) and p(n) = 1 for all n. Write 
I”(Z) for L”(X, 39, p). Let fc I’(Z) be fixed with ]l,f’II , = 1 and let Vc I’(Z) 
be a finite dimensional subspace not c0ntaining.f: Then we have 
THEOREM 5. Suppose T,(P,) = O.for ( p, j ,‘- , nsith p, t x. Then 0 E Cy is the 
hcst upproximution to ,f ,fiw ull p E ( I, x ). 
Proof: Let y, > ;‘? > 7, > ... denote the distinct values taken on by 
[ ],f;i },L , Now, by hypothesis, 0 being the best I”(Z) approximation to f 
from V implies that 
,f, lf;l”’ ’ a./;) h, = 0 b’h = (11, ) ,’ , E V (1) 
and conversely, where we have written a(,f;) for sgn(,f;). Now, consider the 
sums for h E V fixed 
1 o(.fi) h, for I= 1, 2,.... (2) 
I /,I I ;‘, 
We claim that for each 1, there exists J such thatj 3 J implies (2) sums to 
0. Indeed, if not, let yl, be the largest 7, for which (2) is not zero on some 
subsequence of (p, ). Then for h E V and p, sufficiently large we have that 
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Now observe that for p, > 2. 
Hence, we have that 0 = Xl,,l =Yi a(.{;) hi= XI,,, =Yi L/I”’ ’ a(.f;) h, for all .i 
sufficiently large. 
However, if there exists p, such that x,,,,=7, I,f;l”~~ 4.f;) A,=0 then 
C,,,l _;/ a(./;) 11, = 0. Thus, for any p E ( 1, x ) one then has that 
c,,,l=,i l.fil” ’ a(,f;) 11, = 0. Since for each I there exists p, such that (2) is 
zero it follows that for each I = 1, 2 ,... and p E ( 1, cr, ) we have that 
,:‘-, VI” ’ a(,/;) h, =o. 
’ ‘: 
Hence, 
,g, I.Ll I’ ’ o(.f;)II,=C,‘, 1 l.l;l” ’ df,)h,=O. 
I /,I = T‘, 
Thus, 0 is the best I”(Z) approximation to ,f‘ for all p E (1, ~8). 1 
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